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ABOUT ME

I've been working as an AutoCAD/3D 
MAX Designer for my entire 
professional life, and this is the only 
thing I've done since I left Architecture 
School in Rio de Janeiro - Brazil, in the 
year 2005. I've applied my skills in 
many different kinds of jobs; Exterior 
ReRenders, Interior Renders, Trade 
Shows Booths, and Product Design.   I 
am very passionate about my work 
and driven to satisfy my clients.
I am very used to all steps of the Work; 
visiting the site for measurements, 
meeting with the clients for ideas and 
references, sketching by hand the first 
concepts ideas and finally creating the 
3D Render for the client's final 
approval and the AutoCAD draftings 
forfor production. I also usually take care 
of the final setup on the site.
In 2014 I received a Scholarship from 
SCAD - Savanna Colege of Art and 
Design, due to my On-line Portfolio 
and I moved from Rio de Janeiro to 
Atlanta. Years have passed, and now I 
call Atlanta home.

EDUCATION

NYIAD 
New York institute of Art and Design
EEven though I was working with 
Interior Design in Brazil for a while 
already, I thought it would be a good 
idea to give a step forward and study 
about this subject here in the United 
States. I did a one-year online course.
2016 - 2017

SCAD 
Savanna College of Art and Design
Atlanta - GA
AAfter having my online portfolio 
analyzed, I've been rewarded with a 
scholarship. Completed courses in 
Cinematography, 3D lightning, Image 
Composition, and others.
2014 - 2016

UNIPLI
Universidade Plinio Leite
Rio de Janeiro - Brazil
AArchitecture and urbanism major. I 
was fortunate to have had the 
opportunity of being an intern in one of 
the most prestigious Construction 
companies in Rio de Janeiro. With 
them, I've learned lessons I carry with 
me until today. 
1999 - 1999 - 2004

EXPERIENCE

HAVER & BOECKER
Atlanta - GA
-Draftperson
CCreate quotation drawings and manufacturing drawings 
for sales department, revise 2D and 3D drawings to meet 
customer requirements, using AutoCad, Solid Edge, 
Inventor, 3Ds Max.
2020 - Present

FM EXHIBIT
Atlanta - GA / Padova - Italy
-Designer/ Show Manager
TTrade Show Booth designer. After discussing with the 
client, details about what he is looking for and what are 
his needs, I design his Booth and create a full 
presentation with 3D Renders and detailed floor plans. 
Once the design is approved, I create the AutoCAD 
draftings for construction and manage the final setup on 
the Show Site.
22019 - 2020

YES
Your Events Solution
Atlanta - GA
-Designer
TTradeshow Booth designer. After discussing with the 
client, details about what he is looking for and what are 
his needs, I design his Booth and create a full 
presentation with 3D Renders and detailed floor plans. 
Once the design is approved, I create the AutoCAD 
draftings for construction and manage the final setup on 
the Show Site.
22015 - 2019

Satis&fy
Rio de Janeiro - Brazil
- SCENIC TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
I was hired as a contractor by Fatis&fy, a full-service 
production company in Europe (www.satis-fy.com), to be 
the Scenic Director for their events in Rio de Janeiro.
22013 - 2015

SUMMARY

After coursing Architecture, I worked at the most prestigious Design Offices in Rio de Janeiro, I learned from the best before starting my own 
business. With more than ten years of experience, I was responsible for the creation and assembly big projects in Brazil such as Rio Fashion 
Week, Pan American Games, Red Bull BC One Finals and many others. I have always participated in all stages of the projects, from the first 
meetings with clients, creation, and elaboration of the project until the final assembly. After attending major projects for NIKE and RED BULL, 
I'I've received an invitation from a great University of Design in the United States, SCAD, Savanna College of Art and Design, where I studied 
Visual Effects for two years. Today, living in Atlanta I am still following my carrier improvement. I graduated as Interior Designer at the New York 
Institute of Art and Design. With all my dedication and passion in my work, I want to keep creating my projects and helping other designers 
and architects with their presentations by creating photorealistic 3Ds.

INFO
CONTACT 404 914 6476
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tiagobmd@gmail.com
TIAGO DINIZ
AutoCAD/3D Max Designer


